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WERE YOU AWARE?

This month...

WELCOME
With the launch of this newsletter we

This is why we have developed a specific

are beginning a new era of making

project to transform airport services and

ourselves known as a provider of

we have called it GoUp!

ground handling services, Iberia
Airport Services (IBAS).

In the next section we will present it to
you and detail the initiatives we are

IBAS is a company belonging 100% to

taking.

the Iberia Líneas Aéreas Group and
provides ground handling services:

In this new phase, IBAS is constantly
looking to find new ways of innovating

at 29 Spanish airports,

and incorporating new technologies

for more than 150 different

into our daily operations.

Airways, TUI, American Airlines,

You are all essential to this process,

Latam, Avianca, Lufthansa....)

our customers, suppliers, authorities,

we cover over 350,000 flights per

airport management, in a word, all our

year

partners, so that with your collaboration

97 million customers

everything can improve day by day, and it

transporting 58 million items of

will always feel like it was our first day.

baggage
with a workforce of over 8.000

That is why we want to share this

employees.

experience with all of you.

Customers are the engine that drives

We hope you like it

our industry. We need to be flexible to
adapt to their requirements.

Ángel Marcos
Chief Airport Services Officer
Iberia Airport Services
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Catalytic converters
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Sports events
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Pasajeros

454.288
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GoUp! is innovation and future, and also
an exciting and dynamic project that
IBERIA AIRPORT SERVICES is carrying
out to transform the airport handling
business with the drive and energy of the
entire team.
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We are launching GoUp! with four

To reach these objectives, we are

objectives:

working on over 130 initiatives based
on four clearly defined cornerstones:

1.To increase efficiency: by reviewing
all our procedures from top to bottom,

1. Digitization: we will simplify and

using technology to simplify them and

standardise airport activities using the

achieve greater profitability.

new technologies and tools available

2.To update how we manage

cornerstone is the nucleus of the project

marketing and our portfolio of

and an enabling factor for the other

services, to be able to explore new

cornerstones.

business opportunities.

Índice

efficiently, sustainably and usefully. This

2. Business development: we will
3.To launch new work methods that

create added value for our customers by

will improve the daily work of our

exploring new opportunities outside our

employees, providing them with new

current perimeter and creating new

tools that enable them their operations

services to maintain our leadership in

to be more flexible, simple and efficient,

Spain.

while contributing to the promotion
of cultural change throughout our

3. Employee commitment: we will

team.

focus on our employees as the
foundation on which our business

4. To improve the customer

stands.

experience in all the airports in our
network, especially in Madrid and

4. HUB vision: finally, we have a special

Barcelona, where our most important

objective which is to improve Madrid

customers, Iberia and Vueling, have

and Barcelona.

their operations centres.
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DIGITIZATION
TELEMETRY
¿WHERE?

¿WHAT?

Already implemented in 1.500 units:
tractors, belts, escalators, platforms,
passenger buses, pushbacks,
commercial vehicles and de-icing
trucks.

Índice

Geolocation and monitoring system
for ground equipment (data for
predictive analytics) to make better
use of the fleet of vehicles, resulting
in less maintenance, lower fuel
consumption and fewer accidents.

BENEFITS
Traceability: rapid location of equipment.
Optimisation of resources: real-time knowledge of the location of the fleet.
Safety: maximises the level of security of our operations.
Efficiency: lower fuel consumption.
Data measurement: vehicle usage ratios and consumption, investigation of
accidents.
Recognition of employees.
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DIGITIZATION
BRS
¿WHERE?

¿WHAT?
Tool to automate and digitalise
the baggage management
process.
Passengers' bags are classified by
priority, type, connection and cargo
unit to ensure easy identification.

Índice

Real-time information about the
status of bags and passengers
facilitates the handling of baggage
on departing aircraft.

BRS (Baggage Reconciliation
System) has already been deployed
at nine airports that have seen a
clear improvements in their
operations and the delivery of better
service to our airline
customers (more than 25
and 15 million bags).

BENEFITS
Rapid location of bags on the aircraft .
Optimised searches of bags in the hold.
Higher productivity and punctuality .
Greater traceability of bags.
Reduction of mishandling (lost bags).
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WHAT´S IN THE OVEN?
AWARENESS-RAISING
AND CONSERVATION PLAN FOR GROUND
EQUIPMENT
IIberia Airport Services (IBAS) has made an
unprecedented investment since 2015 in
renewing ground equipment: 70%
of the 8.000 units across the network, including
motorised and non-motorised equipment, are
less than eight years old.

The introduction of new equipment has been
coupled with the development of the
Awareness-Raising and Conservation Plan
(ARCP) with the following aims:
Extend the useful life of equipment
Promote a more responsible culture
Multiple initiatives have been implemented to fulfil

Índice

Reduce maintenance costs

these aims, largely focused on raising the
awareness of employees who handle this
equipment but also including processes and
communication.
Workshops are held at airports for employees
and vehicle providers.
The underlying aim is to extend the use of
telemetry.
Throughout the year, internal campaigns and
initiatives are held to ensure that, little by
little, the fleet of vehicles we use lasts longer and
in optimum conditions.
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WHAT´S IN THE OVEN?
DE-ICING
The de-icing season is now under way at Madrid Barajas Airport.
IBAS is the service provider for nearly every airline that operates at the
airport. It has state-of-the-art trucks and a fully-trained staff of 100
people available 24/7 who use mobility technology for the real-time
monitoring of operations at the two de-icing bases. Access to this
technology by the Barajas control tower and Aena managers
ensures perfect coordination by all the parties involved.
IBAS also provides this service at another 15 airports in Spain.

nóicceS
ecidnÍ

The de-icing/anti-icing procedure is implemented at the request of
the airline, which decides the service required. The service can be
provided in one or two stages:
Type I: glycol and hot water to provide enough time
for the aircraft to take off safely without the risk of contamination
by ice.
Type II: anti-icing applied after using Type 1 to
provide a much longer window of protection, up to two hours in
extreme weather conditions.
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SAFETY
SAFETY PLAN
1. Internal communication: “With all 5
senses” in all the safety awareness
campaigns.
2. CORUSON: a corporate tool that centralises
management of the operational safety
system.
3. “Safety Team”: promoting safety at every
airport.
4. Adaptation of the training plan and
contents.
The Ground Safety Improvement Plan
which Iberia Airport Services (IBAS) has

5. Measurement of the safety of our

been phasing in since last year aims to
improve the safety of its operations, its
employees and, consequently, its

6. Maintenance of the ground equipment

customers.

fleet.

The plan adopts a cross-cutting

Índice

operations through KPIs.

7. Safety management system: monthly

approach and is based on eight pillars

safety committees.

that encompass more than 30 initiatives
within the GoUp! project.

8. Encouraging the “fair culture”.
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SUSTAINABILITY
CATALYTIC CONVERTERS

Índice

Last April IBAS installed catalytic
converters in the engines of multiple items
of ground equipment (ground power units
(GPU) and commercial vehicles) to reduce
the carbon footprint related to the
emissions produced by the ground
equipment
we use at our airports as part of the
handling services we provide, and naturally
in compliance with our ISO 14001:2015
environmental certification.

# GREENHANDLING
We work every day to be more efficient
and sustainable, committed to
reducing emissions from our handling
activity.
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AS A FULL PROVIDER
SPORTS EVENTS
Iberia is an official sponsor of the Spanish federations of football,
basketball, handball, sailing, tennis, swimming, volleyball and
canoeing, to name just a few.

Iberia Airport Services (IBAS) is therefore an expert in the
organisation of sports events, supporting Spanish talent and
lending its experience to ensure the success of every operation.

We have been involved in chartering special flights for major
football teams like Real Madrid and Fútbol Club de Barcelona
and we have carried the national handball, basketball and
volleyball teams, as well as the participants of the Davis Cup,
the Melilla Triathlon European Cup and the Euroleague
Basketball Final Four in Vitoria.

Índice

We provide assistance at every airport that requests our
handling services, deploying all the necessary material and
human resources.

We adapt our handling services to
the needs of our customers.

During the June weekend when Madrid hosted the
Champions League final, we serviced 15.000 British
fans, achieving a new record in the number of
operations handled at Madrid-Barajas Airport alone: 1.744
in a single day.
IBAS handled more than 200 additional flights operated
by 13 airlines.
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WERE YOU AWARE?
We're in the news!

Airlines 92

The media are reporting on
the GoUp! project launched
by the Airport Services
Division
The media are reporting on the
GoUp! project launched by the
Airport Services Division: local
television channels, the specialist
aviation press (Avion Revue, Fly
News, El
Economista, etc.).

Sustainability (Environment
Day). TV

Índice

Ground Service Equipment.
TV gallega

ARI award for handling excellence.
The distinction is recognition of our
unstinting efforts.
To apply the latest technology to the different
areas under our control (apron, passenger
services, coordination),
To digitalise the tools we use at every airport
we service to improve the efficiency of our dayto-day functions,
To honour our commitment to preserve the
environment by gradually replacing our fleet of
ground equipment with more eco-friendly units.
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